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e period from the end of Reconstruction through
World War I has been notorious as the “nadir” of black
history in the United States. It was a time of intense
racial oppression characterized by legal discrimination
and extra-legal terrorism. Yet recent scholarship has
put to rest any notion that this quelled African American activism or dismantled black social structures. To
the contrary, historians have shown how African Americans continued creating institutions and cultivating
communities–perhaps responding even more creatively
because of the severity of their oppression. Jacqueline
M. Moore’s Leading the Race: e Transformation of the
Black Elite in the Nation’s Capital, 1880-1920 contributes
to this reevaluation of the Jim Crow era by examining the
social, institutional, and political lives of some of Washington’s most illustrious black residents.[1]

members of the traditional elite refashioned their attitudes and tactics to meet changing “objective conditions.”[2] In the 1910s, Woodrow Wilson inﬂicted oﬃcial segregation on the national capital, the Tuskegee
machine disintegrated, and black soldiers fought in the
Great War. Responding to these new developments, the
District’s black elite enthusiastically embraced the aggressive civil rights activism of the early NAACP.
Moore’s examination of elite African Americans’
lives in the District is extensive, particularly for the period between 1890 and 1910. Compared with Willard
Gatewood’s Aristocrats of Color, a nationwide study of the
black elite that treats many of the same actors, Leading
the Race looks more carefully at elites’ local institutional
networks and aﬃliations: families, social circles, employment in the public schools and at Howard University,
and participation in voluntary associations.[3] Moore explores the work lives of professional African American
men (particularly lawyers, doctors, and dentists), though
she has less to say about elite women’s paid employment,
focusing instead on their philanthropic activities.

Moore argues that from 1880 to 1920, Washington’s elite African Americans adopted several distinct approaches to racial identity and political activism. In the
immediate aermath of Reconstruction, Moore asserts,
black elites had “faith that the race would ultimately be
assimilated into white society” (p. 5). e black elite
therefore had lile interest in race-based activism, instead seeking “to distinguish itself from the black masses
so as to retain its superior social status in the community at large” (p. 5). Black elites could not sustain this
haughty aitude in the face of increasing segregation and
racism, however. Beginning in the 1890s, they “reluctantly adopted the rhetoric of racial solidarity” and began
to create “institutions that united the black community
and strengthened its independence” (p. 6). Washington’s
African American elites now undertook “nonconfrontational” forms of activism and advocacy for the race, oen
as members of Booker T. Washington’s powerful patronage network.

Especially interesting is Moore’s assessment, found
mostly in chapters ﬁve and six, of the inﬂuence of Booker
T. Washington and the Tuskegee machine on Washington, D.C. institutions during the presidency of eodore
Roosevelt (1901-1909). Booker T. Washington’s connections with the federal government carried considerable
weight in local aﬀairs, since federal appointments were
plentiful in the District and the President and Congress
had considerable control over local institutions. Once
Tuskegee allies obtained oﬃcial positions in the District’s black public schools and at Howard, however, they
faced constant challenges by local white leaders who opposed black control. At the same time, many members
of the District’s black elite opposed the “industrial” curriculum advocated by Tuskegee supporters and favored,
instead, liberal arts education for black students. Moore
argues that the ensuing three-way struggles for control–
involving local white leaders, black Tuskegee supporters,

Contrary to scholars who aribute early twentiethcentury civil rights activism to the emergence of an upstart professional class that replaced the “aristocratic”
leaders of the nineteenth century, Moore argues that
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and black opponents of Tuskegee–reﬂected a black lead- tury. is fact necessarily complicates the proposition
ership class beleaguered by racism and internally divided that elites’ community activism was simply a response
over serious philosophical questions.
to the tightening strictures of the Jim Crow era.[6]
Moore’s linear argument that black elites moved from
Moore is on ﬁrm ground in arguing that the broken
assimilationism
to race pride between 1880 and 1920
promises of Reconstruction and the rise of new forms of
oversimpliﬁes
what
has been, in fact, a continuous diracism helped produce a class of radicalized professionalectic
between
a
commitment
to civil rights within
als. Her suggestions about the disillusionment of African
white-dominated
society
and
a
dedication
to encouragAmerican professionals have fascinating implications for
ing
separate
African
American
institutions.
ere is litour understanding of the middle-class aspects of civil
tle
evidence–in
Moore’s
book
or
in
the
historical
record–
rights activism, both its promises and limitations. Yet her
to
support
the
argument
that
Reconstruction-era
black
book, which is sparsely footnoted and makes few referelites
sought
only
to
“beer
their
own
condition
and
ences to current literature in the ﬁeld, oﬀers a limited
gain
acceptance
in
the
white
world,
”
without
considerperspective on what “leading the race” meant to African
ation for poorer African Americans (p. 188). To the conAmerican elites.
trary, many of Washington’s African American elites of
For Washington historians, one of the bogies in this the 1860s and 1870s were commied to race-based acﬁeld remains Constance McLaughlin Green’s (1967) e tivism.[7] For instance, during the Civil War, a numSecret City, which described the era’s black elite as self- ber of elite black women–including Elizabeth Keckley,
absorbed, jealous, and uninterested in the plight of other the seamstress to Mary Todd Lincoln–helped organize
African Americans. In Green’s view, the “nadir” of a freedmen’s relief organization to distribute food and
African American history was also the nadir of black other supplies to poor ex-slaves. As Keckley explained,
leadership.[4] Although three decades of subsequent the women hoped to “relieve them [the freedpeople] as
scholarship have produced more nuanced and insightful far as we are able, to advise with and counsel them, feelportraits of black leadership in this era, Moore still seems ing it to be our duty to assist them toward a higher plane
to be trying to debunk Green by showing that black elites of civilization.” Many African American elites of the
were, in fact, commied to racial leadership and engaged 1860s and 1870s shared this sense of obligation, one that
in substantive debates. Leading the Race grants Green’s mingled ideas of racial solidarity and class superiority.
ghost too much roaming room.
Well before the 1890s, then, Washington’s African AmerMoore’s book would have beneﬁted from a closer en- ican elites had a serious appreciation for black leadership
gagement with more recent interpretations of black lead- in such institutions as churches and the public schools,
ership in this period. For instance, newer scholarship and they did not harbor naive hopes that racial discrimiavoids the rigid proposition that black elites were ei- nation would soon vanish.
ther wholly unaccountable to poorer African Americans,
Finally, Moore’s study of Washington’s black elite
or believed in straightforward racial solidarity across does not adequately deﬁne the subjects of her study. Beclasses. In an important 1996 book, for example, Kevin cause Leading the Race is based almost exclusively on
Gaines argued that black elites of the era used the ide- records at the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center at
ology of racial upli to lead, but also to emphasize their Howard University, it is slanted toward the small cohort
distance from–and superiority to–“the presumably unde- of extremely elite people represented in that collection.
veloped black majority” (p. 2).[5] An engagement with Moore occasionally mentions a category of “subelites”–
this newer line of thinking might have pushed Moore such as activist Nannie Helen Burroughs–who for reato provide a more textured explanation of how African sons such as educational or familial background, or beAmerican elites understood their relationship to less for- cause of personal preference, were not members of the
tunate African Americans. Also, Moore maintains that very highest echelons of African American society. Yet
elite black women formed their own clubs because they she does not discuss this distinction in any detail, and
felt beleaguered by white men who aacked their sexual this makes her analysis inconsistent. Whereas somevirtue and rejected by white women who discriminated times she seems to be making claims about a very select
against them in philanthropic activities (for example, p. group of families (as when she discusses summer vaca162). In a 1991 article, however, Stephanie Shaw demon- tions in exclusive resort towns), at other points she instrated that turn-of-the-century black women’s club ac- cludes a broader swath of elite men and women (as when
tivism was part of a continuous tradition of commu- she discusses voluntary associations, schools, and businity work stretching far back into the nineteenth cen- ness endeavors). A more thorough examination of black
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and white newspapers, as well as the manuscript census, city directories, oral history collections, and nonWashington archives could yield a rich study capable of
considering the boundaries of Washington’s black elite
and more clearly delineating what constituted “elite” status in the ﬁrst place.
Despite these problems, Moore’s book provides an interesting new account of the institutional lives of Washington’s renowned black elite. It should be of interest
to historians of Washington and also to those concerned
with the institutional and professional lives of such nationally known ﬁgures as Mary Church Terrell, Anna Julia Cooper, and the Bruce and Grimke families. Its central
actors represent a critical bridge between the Civil War
era and the protest politics of the twentieth century.
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